ANDINA PLC ANNOUNCES NEW CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
London, UK, October 31, 2019. ANDINA PLC, a British energy company which specializes in the
development of attractive opportunities in the electricity and regulated services sectors, today announced
the appointment of Jorge Rosenblut as new Chairman of the company, succeeding Neil Bleasdale who
will remain a board member at Andina PLC.
Jorge Rosenblut is the Chairman of Smart Utilities LLC, a Florida based investment vehicle for
opportunities in the new and fast growing Smart Energy sector. He is also the Chairman of the Board of
the Institute of the Americas (www.iamericas.org) a preeminent La Jolla, California based nongovernmental organization that convenes renowned leaders from the business, government and policy
sectors to discuss growth, development and sustainability in the Americas.
Expanding his 30-year tenure as an executive leader in private industry and government, Jorge
Rosenblut now works as an investor and independent consultant in the Smart Energy sector helping
clients incubate growth, encourage evolution from legacy practice, and facilitate the transition of
disrupted business models towards sustainability and profitability. From 2000 to 2015, Mr. Rosenblut
acted as Chairman of the Board of the Latin-American Energy arms of the Enel Group a global energy
powerhouse (previously Endesa Spain). One of his key accomplishments was helping to execute the split
of Enersis (the $16 billion holding company) into two separate entities – Enel America and Enel Chile,
the largest corporate split ever executed in Latin America.
Prior to joining the ranks of corporate executives, Mr. Rosenblut held leadership roles in the Chilean
government from 1990 to 1996. In 1994 he was the Undersecretary of Telecommunications and the
Undersecretary of the Presidency from 1995 to 1996.
Mr. Rosenblut qualified as a certified Civil Industrial Engineer at the University of Chile and later
received a master’s degree in Public Administration from the Harvard Kennedy School. In 1985 he
joined the World Bank in Washington, DC. Mr. Rosenblut has been a Member of the Board of Directors
of the Institute of the Americas since 2014.
Andina PLC is moving from a position of strength towards defending the value of its legacy investments
and transitioning them to the smart energy realm. Mr. Rosenblut’s initial task will be to lead Andina
during this transformational period.

